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COMPLAINT: Over a Decade of Retaliation Since Reporting Plot Against Oprah Winfrey Resulting in 
Multiple criminals Going Free or Allowed to Attack More Victims. 

  

It is now 15 years since Mr. Alums first reported Billionaire Media Mogul Oprah Winfrey’s life was in 
danger and his subsequent actions to alert federal agents resulting in over a decade of retaliation for 
simply reporting that she was indeed, in danger. The retaliation included stalking, harassing, 
intimidation tactics as well as possible attempts on the Plaintiff’s life eventually finding himself the 
recipient of several possible poisonings as he as a result, eventually found himself dazed, semi-homeless 
and confused on the god forbidden streets of Berkeley California. Did he complain or ask for help? No, 
instead he found empowerment as he went on a 5 and ½ year stint of protection the residents of 
Berkeley, primarily women and children from numerous crimes that he later confirmed were purposely 
being allowed to happen against its residents. Beginning with the stoppage, fight and apprehension of a 
white child rapist, in 2008, he then followed to stop or assisted in stopping over 300 crimes of 
attempted murder, rape and other assaults as federal agents simply watched -for a half decade not once 
did they assist him. Even worse, the harassment increased as federal agents and city officials amazingly 
seemed to object to his protecting their own residents. 

This is when he realized that there was some sort of satanic realm to the city of Berkeley, California and 
that its residents assaulted was not only known about but was a well-kept secret that must be protected 
at all cost. Ridiculous most said, as most just laughed at the allegations for years until, ABC, NBC CNN, 
and the world saw the protest of conservatives against Liberals in Berkley where the police were 
ORDERED to allow groups, they did not like or were not affiliated with Gbe assaulted live as polices 
watched. This was exactly what Mr. Alums had been arguing about the residents of Berkeley, they were 
also purposely not being protected as the Elizabeth incident showed where she called the police as a 
man was trying to force himself on her as she screamed in a glass phone booth only to be looked at, 
recognized and ignored by the Berkley police officer who had responded to her call. Luckily the criminal 
although seeing the picoline drive away feared he was I’d and did not harm Elizabeth. 

  

It was clear, certain residents based on their value to the city and politicians of the city were being 
allowed to be beaten and assaulted as the police were told to stand down. No one believed him them 
but then in front of the world, the evidence is now overwhelming indeed they were. 

He had now proven beyond a doubt that the people he was protecting were indeed being allowed to be 
assaulted and he stood up for them and filed a complaint. This again upset federal agents as he was 
again a heroic man and there was something about that label, especially on a Black man that upset them 
and caused them to not only continue to retaliate but when they could not frame/entrap him in their 
multiple attempts, they amazingly, teamed up with local victim’s of sexual assaults, that he had stopped 
and protected from  being assaulted and got them to assist in defaming him. It was strange it was odd it 
was sick but it was also clear, these were not good men, responsible men or patriotic men these were 
men of evil and based on their repeated actions were on the side of as George Bush termed “the evil 
doers”. 



  

It is now an unfortunate fact, that when he realized that the majority of the sexual assaults and murders 
were by White males against Black females and then had the nerve to alert the city officials, they and 
again federal agents again, did not thank him or help him but again retaliated against him. He still, 
despite continued efforts against, him warned them of the facts, that a strange unison had been formed 
between primarily homeless white males who were attacking primarily black women. He knew how 
everyone would take it but it was fact and everyone need to know. He warned of this and again yet they 
did nothing. Then Pam Mullins was murdered by what Mr. Alums believes to be a $40. 
Debt/misunderstanding. A situation that Mr. Alums was monitoring until the harassment was so harsh 
that he left the Berkeley area, in particular, the Shattuck movie theatre area, his base, in June 2012. Pam 
was killed three months later. According to a street vendor named, Irene she had been looking for Mr. 
Alums right before she was killed. He had been running out. He blamed the city and all of its harassing 
cohorts not just for harassment out but ignoring his multiple warning and now a black woman was dead. 

  

Thanks to the city officials and these same federal agents, the assaults on black women by the same 
group of white men continued until recently when another Black woman was killed by another white 
male on Bart at the Mac Arthur station. Each and every time he tried to warn them to stop another 
crime he was harassed even worst since he would be quiet, they resorted to more defamation simply to 
stop him from informing the bay area that a group of men united by evil and protected by evil was 
roaming the streets, beware.  

  

The erratic and inhumane behavior by these agents whom George sessions not only rooted on but 
encouraged was 100% stopped when Mr. Alums filed his last lawsuit against the city of Berkeley as he 
tiled all the abuses of the agents. He did not see one agent for months and it was clear that George 
sessions realized that he had been used and lied to and shut them done. Enter his resignation and the 
appointment of Mathew Whitaker and all hell has broken out as if lawlessness has not just been allowed 
but approved. He has gone against what George Sessions had ordered and now with such vengeful 
retaliation by Mathew Whitaker Mr. Alums has been forced to act against these federal agents and the 
city, both emboldened by the new attorney general’s appointment as Ambassador of the snakes.  

  

Recently I have begone releasing videos from when I arrived in Berkeley. At the time there was a gang of 
over 50+ pedophiles all of which wore black will hats not as a random accident but as an act of 
unification for according to them they were being persecuted and the reason why there were so many 
ways that Berkeley liberal policies were the only city that not only would take them but encouraged 
them to come. The first video Is 1 of 47 videos of open assaults against women and children especially 
Black women and children as my earlier complaints and documentation show. It was my wish not to 
ever allow anyone to see these videos for they are hard to watch. They show repeated assaults of 
children by these pedophiles so open and so secure in their feelings of safety that they repeatedly 
assault them on camera and in crowded cafes as people, simply follow the city of Berkley way and allow 
it to happen. It is Mr. Alums belief since he was being monitored for his heroic acts with MS winery at 
the time that agents for some treason did not like and since they did not try to stop these assaults, they 
agreed with those assaults. 



George Sessions, unaware of these activities of his agents initially approved this behavior but when the 
recent lawsuit was filed documenting all of his agent's abuses, not just against Mr. Allums but against 
other citizens including the recent impeding of Mr. Allums apprehension of known pedophile William 
Kearney, who then attacked another female with acid. George Sessions put an end to this 
unprofessional behavior as Mr. Allums did not see one federal agent or experience one attempt of 
entrapment for four months until George Sessions resigned. Upon the very day of Mathew Whitakers 
appointment dozens of agents showed up again as if either, they had no fear of Mathew Whitaker or 
they knew he was like them, returned to their harassment thus Mr. Alums officially and finally going 
public with his allegation on the federal level and the contacting of media locally, nationally and 
internationally. 

Their attempts at retaliation are in direct contradiction to all the rapes, murders and other assaults that 
he stopped and immediate action is requested to stop these rogue and un-American agents who put 
their petty boring lives, unable to find any terrorist decide an African American hero is just as good thus 
the decades of entrapment. 

We request immediate intervention and the placing of Mr. Allums and all of the other victims back 
where he was before this harassment began 

  

Time Is of the Essence 

  

Dennis Allums (Hero) 

12/20/2018 

Lawsuit19@gmail.com 

510-730-5424 

  

Excuse the grammar for obvious reasons this was rushed 
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